Ixvi	INTRODUCTION
MtTHAM-
-       The coinage of the Banaras mint during the reign  o£    ^*     , ^
MAD-        <Jjam jj ig most complicated.    Up to 1179, i. e. soon after the b***     ^
of Baksar in 1764, the coins were of the recognized Mughal
and were issued with regularity.	-
Of the period between 1179 and 1189 few coins are known :	^
British Museum has specimens of 1183 and 1186, and issues o£   1 -*-
are published both of the sixteenth and seventeenth regnal   y&
The rupees of  1190 to 1192  record  only the seventeenth
year on the reverse, while from 1193 up to  1221  (i.e. up to
death of Shah  eAlam)  the   reverse gives both the year  I/
a regnal year which corresponds to the Hijra date on the
From 1222 to 1229, and apparently no later, the years given cm
reverse are 17/49.    The e!73 has been  considered to refer to
accession of Asafu-d-daula to the Nawabi of Oudh.    The com/3
this series invariably display a fish as a mint mark, and a fish
a device associated with the Oudh rulers.    It might therefore
supposed that the series of coins bearing the regnal year 17
struck   at   the   Banaras mint for currency  in   Oudh.     There
however, another series of Bandras coins running concurrently
tlie 'seventeenth year' issues from 1211 to 1233.    These also
a fish on the reverse, but of a different type, and the regnal yeeu^c
invariably  C26J.     Stopping   as  it does just  before the issues
Gh&ziu-d-din Haidar, the first king of Oudh, in his own name
it seems probable that this series, and not the c seventeenth year'
was coined at Ban&ras by the East India Company for circulation in
the Nawab Vazir's territory.    The e 17 ' might appropriately ref oar
to the cession of Banaras to the British in 1775 (1189), and   *fclxo
'seventeenth year' series would thus, after 1781 (1195-6), be   i>tto
Company's coinage for use in their own possessions..  I have, howe vo:r%
thought it desirable to include this issue in the present volume, partly
because of the correspondence between the Hijra dates and the re|£:o.al
years, and partly because the earlier coins were struck before   "fcfa.e
Company took over the Banaras mint.    Apart from the difficulty   of
fixing the dividing line between the issues under native control a/xxdL
under that of the Company, it seemed preferable to catalogue  t>lio
series as a whole in the same volume.   The ' twenty-sixth year' serios,
falling entirely in the period of the Company's administration    of
the mint, has on that account been excluded.
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